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Contact agent

Brand New 2 Bedroom apartment!!!OPEN EVERY SATURDAY FROM 2PM-2:30PM OR ANYDAY BY

APPOINTMENTLOT 28  | 89 SQMAPARTMENTS in the heart of WENTWORTHVILLE brings a new standard of

connectivity too this vibrant and high demand suburb of Sydney.Offering the ultimate blend of contemporary design, the

apartment perfectly compliments its cosmopolitan surroundings and feature superior craftsmanship throughout.Raising

the bar when it comes to modern day living, the apartments epitomise an urban oasis for those seeking to embrace all that

this sought after location has to offer.Offering access to all major amenities, numerous transport options and a lively

entertainment scene featuring a myriad of cuisines and cultural pursuits, Wentworthville has fast become the area of

choice with many investors and home owners alike.Investors also have an option to choose from Affordable Housing

Apartments.With a solid infrastructure, Wentworthville has a clear and concise plan for the area's future

growth.Apartments in the building have light filled living spaces and premium inclusions, these superbly appointed 1, 2 &

3 bedroom apartments offer a highly considered and distinct elevation to the current standard of living. Featuring

expansive outdoor spaces, a neutral colour palette, and perfectly proportioned open plan living, this unique development

seamlessly adapts to our new way of being.SHOPPINGAt Westfeild Parramatta you will discover many Major retailers as

well as 100's of specialty stores. Westfield has great entertainment options with dining and entertainment precinct, open

7 days and nights till late. All this only few minutes away from the apartments!Local shopping centres are the home of

shopping for the avid shopper. With acres of parking and hundreds of stalls there is something for everyone.HOSPITALS &

EDUCATIONWestmead Hospital is one of the largest hospital in NSW providing excellent health facilities as well as

employment and education as part of the University of Western Sydney School of Medicine.UNIVERSITY &

SCHOOLSThere is an abundance of educational facilitieswithin easy reach of the Apartments, with boys and girls schools

as well as University of Western Sydney.TRANSPORTWentworthville Train station gives a variety of choice to the busy

commuter.Apartments are at a close proximity to M4 motorwayFinished with highest standards of quality inclusions, the

Apartments are a must to inspect!For more details or to book an inspection call RELIANCE PROPERTY TEAM on 0405

949 302.Disclaimer:Reliance Property & its agents believe that the information contained herein is gathered from

sources which we deem to be reliable.However, no representation or warranties of any nature whatsoever are given,

intended or implied. Any interested parties should carry out & rely on their own searches. Intending purchasers should

seek legal & accounting advice before entering into any contract of purchase.


